
and the intracellular domains where kept murine to enable
salt bridges interaction, interaction with the CD3 zeta and the
signaling into mouse cells.
Results T cells from CD3 epsilon epitope humanized mice are
found in comparable frequency in spleen, blood and bone
marrow from WT mice. B cells, monocytes, dendritic cells
and NK frequencies are also similar to the frequencies of
these cell types in WT mice, suggesting that the humanization
of the epitope of CD3 epsilon did not alter the immune cells
distribution in these mice. Activation of T cells with antibodies
targeting human CD3 (clone SP34) induced CD4 and CD8 T
cell proliferation, as well as production of IL-2 and IFN-
gamma. The CD3 functionality was demonstrated in vitro by
the ability of B cells to produce IgM upon activation of T
cells, suggesting a proper cooperation between T and B cells.
Additionally, a first class of T-cell engagers targeting both
human CD3 and a tumoral antigen, induced tumor cell lysis
of MC38-Ag in a concentration-dependent manner. A second
class of T cell engagers, also targeting CD3 and a tumoral
antigen, showed an anti-tumor effect in vivo, and this effect
was also shown to be dose-dependent.
Conclusions These data suggest that the CD3 epsilon N-termi-
nal epitope humanized mouse model enables the assessment of
efficacy and mechanism of action of T-cell engagers.This
model is currently being intercrossed with immunostimulatory
humanized mouse models to provide new opportunities for
assessment of bi-specific antibodies targeting the CD3 and
immunostimulatory molecules. This model is the first genera-
tion of a broader program aiming at developping a Pan CD3
humanized model, where the gamma, delta and epsilon chains
of the CD3 complex will be humanized. The Pan CD3
humanized mice are currently being investigated for immune
responses and would provide a broader tool for assessment of
T-cell engagers.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jitc-2020-SITC2020.0014

15 A NOVEL CD28 HUMANIZED MOUSE MODEL FOR
EFFICACY ASSESSMENT OF CD28-TARGETING
THERAPIES

Fabiane Sônego*, Gaelle Martin, Chloé Beuraud, Audrey Beringer, Yacine Cherifi,
Alexandre Fraichard, Patricia Isnard-Petit, Kader Thiam. GeOway, Lyon, France

Background Immuno-intervention through targeting of activat-
ing and inhibitory immune checkpoints (ICP), has shown
promising results in the clinic over the last years. To facilitate
these researches, mouse models expressing humanized ICP
instead of their mouse counterparts were developed. Herein,
we describe a novel CD28 humanized mouse model (hCD28
model), designed to test compounds targeting human CD28
(hCD28).
Methods Human and mouse CD28 (mCD28) have different
signalling responses, with hCD28 being known for inducing
higher levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines upon stimulation
with ligands/superagonists. This can be explained by the
expression of CD28i, a hCD28 amplifier isoform which is not
found in mouse. Additionally, evidences suggested that the dif-
ferent signalling between human and mCD28 relies on one
amino acid change in the intracellular domain (ICD).1 Because
the hCD28 model was developed to assess hCD28-targeting
therapeutics, we decided to keep the expression of both can-
onical and CD28i isoforms to avoid undermining the biologi-
cal effects of the testing antibodies. Although keeping the

human ICD could favour the evaluation of cytokine produc-
tion and therefore the safety of the test therapeutics, we
decided to keep the mouse ICD to enable a proper interaction
of CD28 with its signalling partners, allowing a physiological
stimulation of CD28 in efficacy studies.

Results hCD28 mice express hCD28 on T cells and the fre-
quency of CD3 T cells is comparable in both WT and hCD28
mice. Stimulation of hCD28 mice-isolated T cells with hCD28
ligands and agonist antibodies resulted in T cell proliferation
and cytokine production, suggesting that hCD28 is functional
in mouse cells. MC38 uptake rate and kinetic of growth were
comparable in WT and hCD28 mice, suggesting no major
defect in the immune response in the hCD28 mice. Impor-
tantly, splenocytes and tumor draining lymph nodes cells iso-
lated from tumor-bearing hCD28 mice showed higher
production of IL-2 and IFN-gamma upon in vitro re-chal-
lenged with MC38 when compared to WT cells. Since the fre-
quency of CD3 cells (Treg, CD4+ and CD8+) is comparable
to WT mice, this could be explained by the expression of the
amplifier CD28i isoform, which is absent in WT mice.
Conclusions The hCD28 model described here supports the
efficacy assessment of hCD28-targeting biologics, enabling PK/
PD studies as hCD28 expression levels and pattern are physio-
logical. However, after careful consideration of the CD28
biology, we decided to keep the mouse ICD, although it trig-
gers lower pro-inflammatory cytokine production than CD28
human ICD. As such, this model is not suitable for toxicol-
ogy/safety studies.
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16 ANTIBODY PROFILING OF PROSTATE CANCER PATIENTS
REVEALS DIFFERENCES IN ANTIBODY SIGNATURES
AMONG DISEASE STAGES AND FOLLOWING
TREATMENT

1Hemanth Potluri*, 1Tun Lee Ng, 1Michael Newton, 2Jin Zhang, 2Christopher Maher,
3Peter Nelson, 1Douglas McNeel. 1UW-Madison, Madison, WI, USA; 2Washington University
in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA; 3Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA,
USA

Background Previous studies of prostate cancer autoantibodies
have largely focused on diagnostic applications. So far, there
have been no reports attempting to more comprehensively
profile the landscape of prostate cancer-associated antibodies.
Specifically, it is unknown whether the quantity of antibodies
or the types of proteins recognized change with disease pro-
gression or treatment.
Methods A peptide microarray spanning the amino acid
sequences of the gene products of 1611 prostate cancer-associ-
ated genes was synthesized. Serum samples from healthy male
volunteers (n=15) and prostate cancer patients (n=85) were
used to probe the array. These samples included patients with
various clinical stages of disease: newly diagnosed localized
prostate cancer, castration-sensitive non-metastatic prostate can-
cer (nmCSPC), castration-resistant non-metastatic prostate can-
cer (nmCRPC), and castration-resistant metastatic disease
(mCRPC). Serial sera samples from individuals who received
treatment with either standard androgen deprivation therapy
(ADT) or an anti-tumor vaccine were also used to probe the
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array, to determine whether we could detect treatment-related
changes.
Results We demonstrated that this peptide array yielded highly
reproducible measurements of serum IgG levels. We found
that the overall number of antibody responses did not increase
with disease burden. However, the composition of recognized
proteins shifted with clinical stage of disease. Our analysis
revealed that the largest difference was between patients with
castration-sensitive and castration-resistant disease. Patients
with castration-resistant disease recognized more proteins asso-
ciated with nucleic acid binding and gene regulation compared
to men in other groups. Our longitudinal data showed that
vaccine-treated patients developed increased responses to more
proteins over the course of treatment than did ADT-treated
patients, consistent with the development of antigen spread.
Conclusions This study represents the largest survey of pros-
tate-cancer associated antibodies to date. We have been able
to characterize the classes of proteins recognized by patients
and determine how they change with disease burden. Our
findings demonstrate the potential of this platform for measur-
ing antigen spread and studying responses to immunomodula-
tory therapies.
Acknowledgements UW-Madison Medical Scientist Training
Program: GM008692UW-Madison Institute for Clinical and
Translational Research Predoctoral TL1 Program: TR002375
Ethics Approval Study protocols that permitted collection and
use of human blood samples were reviewed and approved the
University of Wisconsin Human Subjects’ Review Board (IRB).
All patients gave written informed consent for use of blood
products for research.
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17 ACTIVITY SENSORS FOR NONINVASIVE MONITORING
OF IMMUNE RESPONSE AND TUMOR RESISTANCE
DURING IMMUNE CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE THERAPY

Quoc Mac*, James Bowen, Hathaichanok Phuengkham, Anirudh Sivakumar, Congmin Xu,
Fang-Yi Su, Samuel Stentz, Hyoung Sim, Adrian Harris, Tonia Li, Peng Qiu, Gabriel Kwong.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA

Background Despite the curative potential of immune check-
point blockade (ICB) therapy, only small subsets of patients
achieve tumor regression while many responders relapse and
acquire resistance. Monitoring treatment response and detect-
ing the onset of resistance are critical for improving patient
prognoses. Here we engineered ICB antibody-sensor conjugates
known as ICB-Dx by coupling peptides sensing the activity of
granzyme B (GzmB), a T cell cytotoxic protease, directly on
aPD1 antibody to monitor therapeutic responses by producing
a fluorescent reporter into urine. To develop biomarkers that
indicate mechanisms of resistance to ICB, we generated
B2m-/- and Jak1-/- tumor models and performed transcrip-
tomic analyses to identify unique protease signatures of these
resistance mechanisms. We then built a multiplexed library of
aPD1-Dx capable of detecting early therapeutic response and
illuminating resistance mechanisms during ICB therapy.
Methods FITC-labeled GzmB substrates were synthesized
(CEM) and conjugated to aPD1 antibody. B2m-/- and Jak1-/-
tumors were generated from WT MC38 cells using CRISPR/

Cas9. For tumor studies, 106 cells were inoculated s.c. in B6
mice. Tumor mice were treated with aPD1 or IgG1 isotype
conjugates (0.1 mg), and urine was collected at 3 hours.
Tumor RNA was isolated with RNEasy kit (Qiagen) and pre-
pared for sequencing with TruSeq mRNA kit (Illumina).
Results To synthesize aPD1-Dx, we coupled FITC-labeled
GzmB substrates to aPD1 antibody (figure 1a). In MC38
tumors, systemic administration of aPD1-Dx lowered tumor
burden relative to control treatment while producing signifi-
cantly elevated urine signals that preceded tumor regression
(figure 1b, c). To investigate the ability to monitor tumor
resistance to ICB, we developed knockout tumors to model
B2m and Jak1 mutations, which are observed in human
patients. in vivo, B2m-/- and Jak1-/- MC38 tumors were
resistant to aPD1 monotherapy (figure 1d). Tumor RNA
sequencing revealed that gene expression was altered during
aPD1 treatment only in WT tumors. Importantly, B2m-/-
tumors showed very different expression profiles than Jak1-/-
tumors during aPD1 treatment, indicative of unique regulation
of resistance (figure 1e). We used differential expression analy-
ses to discover unique protease signatures associated with
these two resistance mechanisms. Finally, a multiplexed library
of aPD1-Dx engineered to monitor both tumor and immune
proteases detected early on-treatment responses and stratified
B2m-/- from Jak1-/- resistance with high diagnostic validity
(figure 1f).

Abstract 17 Figure 1 Monitoring response and resistance with ICB-Dx
(a) aPD1-Dx can reinvigorate T cell response and monitor protease
activities in the tumor microenvironment. (b) Growth curves of WT MC38
tumors treated with aPD1- or IgG1-Dx (ANOVA). (c) Urine signals detect
treatment response to aPD1 monotherapy (ANOVA). (d) Growth curves of
B2m-/- and Jak1-/- tumors treated with aPD1- or IgG1-Dx (ANOVA). (e)
TSNE plot showing RNA profiles of WT, B2m-/-, Jak1-/- tumors treated
with aPD1 or isotype control. (f) ROC curves of random forest classifiers
built from urine signals that differentiate on-treatment response from on-
treatment resistance and B2m-/- from Jak1-/- resistance.

Conclusions We have engineered activity sensors that accu-
rately detect therapeutic responses and stratify resistance mech-
anisms noninvasively from urine, thereby potentially expanding
the precision of ICB therapy to benefit cancer patients.
Ethics Approval All animal studies were approved by Georgia
Tech IACUC (A100193)
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